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Invasion of the Cow Snatchers™

Mooove the Magnets Logic Game

Piloting a UFO can be tricky. There are so many cows to beam 
up and so little time! Invasion of the Cow Snatchers is a clever 
logic puzzle featuring 60 challenges. Maneuver your flying 
saucer around various farm obstacles and magnetically beam 
up all the cows in the correct order. The 40 Easy to Super Hard 
challenges are great for beginner puzzlers while the 20 Genius 
level challenges are appropriate for experienced puzzlers. Take 
the controls of your very own UFO to solve 60 out of this world 
magnetic challenges!

Domino Maze™

Chain Reaction Logic Game

Set off a chain reaction of toppling dominoes with the power 
of your brain! Domino Maze creates all the thrills of a classic 
domino run with an added twist—it’s also a brilliant logic 
puzzle. Put your reasoning skills to the test with 60 dynamic 
challenges. Your goal is to hit the 3 targets in the correct 
order, but navigating the grid through Pivots, Blockers, 
One-Way Dominoes, and a Platform will be tricky. Boost your 
critical thinking skills and take the domino effect to the next 
level with Domino Maze!

Thinking Putty® Puzzle
The Mind-Stretching Logic Game

Bounce it, stretch it, tear it, SOLVE it! Ignite your mind with 
this unique logic puzzle featuring Crazy Aaron’s Thinking 
Putty®. Each of the 60 beginner-to-expert level challenges will 
put your spatial reasoning skills to the test as you attempt to 
connect the dots for all 6 Thinking Putty colors on the Puzzle 
Grid. The paths can’t intersect, so you will  need to stretch 
and pull each color along different pathways, over bridges, 
and around blockers to succeed. Includes 6 different Thinking 
Putty colors – Including Binary Blue – a ThinkFun Exclusive!

MSRP: $29.99 
Ages 8 and up
Single Player

Available Nationwide
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/thinking-putty-puzzle

Info

Available Nationwide in June 2019 
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/invasion-of-the-cow-snatchers

MSRP: $29.99 
Ages 6 to adult
Single Player

Info

Available Nationwide in August 2019 
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/domino-maze

MSRP: $29.99 
Ages 8 to adult
Single Player

Info
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Heads Talk Tails Walk™

A Game of Silly Sounds and Movement

Can you hop like a frog while clucking like a chicken? Have a blast 
trying in this delightfully silly game for ages 3+. Players try to match 
hidden head tiles to the correct body tiles. If the head and body 
don’t match, the real fun begins! Players walk and talk like the 
mismatched tiles— with hilarious results!  A perfect way to engage 
with youngsters, Heads Talk Tails Walk is laugh-out-loud family fun.

MSRP: $14.99 
Ages 3 and up
Multiple Player

Info

Available Nationwide in March 2019
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/heads-talk-tails-walk

Potato Pirates®

Strategic Card Game of Potatoes, Programming, and Piracy

Potato Pirates combines potatoes, programming, and piracy  
into a carbo-loaded card game perfect for the classroom, families,  
or even game night with friends. It teaches anyone age 7 & up 10 
hours’ worth of programming concepts in 30 minutes, all without  
a computer! Be the first to collect all 7 Potato King cards by 
roasting, mashing, and frying other potato pirates. Power up your 
attacks with programming concepts such as loops and conditionals 
or eliminate all enemies and be the last Potato Pirate sailing to  
win the game!

Available Nationwide 
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/potato-pirates

MSRP: $14.99 
Ages 7 and up
Multiple Player

Info

Yoga Dice™

A Fun Game of Rolling and Posing

Have fun stretching with Yoga Dice!  This cooperative movement 
game helps children learn the practice of Yoga while increasing 
flexibility and focus.  Players roll the dice and hold poses to 
advance color tokens along the track.  But if a focus symbol is 
rolled, it means the group has lost some of its focus and that token 

advances one space. If all the color tokens cross 
the finish line before the focus token, everybody 
wins!  Includes 36 poses to try. 

Available Nationwide  
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/yoga-dice

MSRP: $11.99 
Ages 6 and up
Multiple Player

Info

Hypnograph™

Innovative Mechanical Drawing Machine

Create complex cycloid drawings with Hypnograph, the ultimate 
drawing machine! Easy-to-use and fascinating to watch, the 
machine creates an infinite variety of drawings consisting 
of beautiful, repeating curves. Fully adjustable parts may be 
configured to create drawings using up to 13 interchangeable  
gears of increasing size. Create a drawing using a guided setup  
or rearrange the gears to design something completely unique.  
The possibilities are endless!

Available Nationwide  
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/hypnograph

MSRP: $29.99 
Ages 8 and up
Single Player

Info


